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Across
1. In a frenzy
5. Nobel winning physicist
10. Unit of weight
14. Female: slang
15. Bean of the screen
16. “Biggest Little City in the World”
17. V.I.P. at the U. of P.
19. Edible taro root
20. Reed, the film critic
21. Article
22. Woman in “The Women”
24. Casts off
27. Whirlybird
30. Removed the rind
32. Officer in Turkey
33. Chili con __
34. Arrow’s partner
37. Put in the mail
38. Deserve
39. Elmer’s product
40. Cape in Massachusetts
41. Loses one’s breath
42. David Bowie album
43. Sacred texts
45. Area for a ranger
46. Breaks apart
48. Hospital worker
50. New, in Nantes
52. Scotch denial
53. Comedy puppets, ___ and Zag
56. e.e. cummings book about Russia: 1933
57. Big day for a Penn student
59. Beneath
60. Laborer of yore
61. ___ up: advanced
62. Sicilian spewer
63. Part of a harness
64. Some people in court
65. Marketing memo

Down
1. Slightly open
2. Rosalind Russell role
3. Type of silica
4. Beer container
5. Commotion
6. Supplied weapons
7. Where Springsteen was born
8. Yearn
9. Like a newborn babe
10. Excavation machine
11. Crew of Penn students
12. Ace Agassi
13. Temperamental
18. King Arthur’s father
23. Singing actress Evans
24. Printer’s order
25. Frugal
27. Home to Julio
28. Sign
29. People after 57 across
31. Goddess of discord
33. Copper coin
35. Belonging to us
36. ___ Point overlooking the Hudson
38. Treatments at a spa
39. Clinton’s veep
41. Rose of baseball
42. Biblical prophet
44. Leigh of “Waterloo Bridge”
45. False allegations
46. Turn up one’s nose
47. State of balance
49. Beneath
51. Hindu language
53. Pasta dish
54. Atoms
55. Winged insect
58. Sweet sixteen
59. Hill in Israel